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Using Forge to Revolutionize Coordinated Project Information

1. STATE OF THE INDUSTRY

On most projects the industry has moved from sharing information in paper form to sharing information in PDF 

form. We can do much better than this – and by adopting new digital work flows we will do.

2. STRUCTURING INFORMATION

Information is currently trapped in silos and inconsistently structured. By standardizing data structures and 

classifications we can provide structure. The emergence of modern web platforms, such as Forge, is now offering 

new levels of interoperability.

3. THE CLOUD AND CONNECTING INFORMATION

How Forge is integral to the latest NBS product innovations.
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Autodesk Forge

The cloud developer platform that powers the future of making



Customer Stories

Forge empowers developers and innovators



2016 – The launch of Forge

Autodesk Forge DevCon 2016



2016 – Sketches on paper

Sketch of the concept



2017 – Implemented

Launched at Forge DevCon 2017
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The Royal Institute of British Architects



The Royal Institute of British Architects and Lloyds



Content authored around the world



1. State of the industry



Collaboration and information sharing



Collaboration and information sharing

A paper based workflow. PDF at best.



UK – Hackitt Report
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UK – Hackitt Report



Collaboration and information sharing

13-21% in

savings

14-16% in

productivity

3. Digital will have

the most impact



2. Structuring information



UK Government BIM



UK Government BIM



BIM adoption levels

“To level two and beyond…”



BIM Level Two

The need for standard data structures



Standards



NBS BIM Object Standard

A guide on how to author good quality BIM objects



A focus on the information

The information contained in the objects. 





Getting the geometry right

Describing the physical form, with the minimum level of 

geometry needed. 





Objects that function correctly

Representing characteristics, constraints and connectivity. 





Uniclass

A unified classification system for the industry covering all construction sectors





UK Government analysis of buildings



UK Government analysis of infrastructure



Transport for New South Wales



3. The cloud and connecting 

information



NBS report for Microsoft and RIBA



NBS Chorus – Spec writing in the cloud UK 



NBS Chorus – Spec writing in the cloud Aus



NBS Chorus – Spec writing in the cloud Can



NBS Chorus – A platform that drops into Revit (UK)



NBS Chorus – A platform that drops into Revit (Can)



Typical project



Cloud future



Google Maps Las Vegas



NBS Chorus – Forge UK



NBS Chorus – Forge Can



NBS Chorus – Collaboration



Summary



SUMMARY

1. STATE OF THE INDUSTRY

We can and we will do better. Digitizing our workflows is the key enabler.

2. STRUCTURING INFORMATION

We need standard data structures to underpin the new tech.

3. THE CLOUD AND CONNECTING INFORMATION

The cloud and associated emerging tech will revolutionize the way we work.



Final thought

“The most meaningful way to differentiate your 

company from your competition ... is to do an 

outstanding job with information. How you 

gather, manage, and use information will 

determine whether you win or lose.” 

Bill Gates
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